Bella Varenna
Description
Reside along the picturesque Varenna waterfront!
Situated in a prominent and pretty Liberty-style Italian Townhouse on the sunny waterfront of
central Varenna, one of the most romantic and beautiful of all Lake Como towns, this property
enjoys an envious and highly accessible location.
Guests enter the building through a beautiful ornate doorway and can reach the apartment
easily by lift/elevator or communal stairwell.
The property is very bright, modern and tastefully decorated with high ceilings throughout,
with an Open Plan layout which features a practical Kitchenette with gas hob and sink, and a
Dining table which sits 4 guests comfortably.
The Living area is comfortable and offers a Sofa which can be adapted into a double bed sofa
bed for additional guests, and a working fireplace makes a pretty feature for a romantic
evening in.
French doors lead out onto a beautiful iron balcony which is perfect for enjoying a cup of
morning coffee or a glass of wine with company in the evenings.
The Lake views from here are uninterrupted, panoramic and are truly breathtaking!
The Master Bedroom is spacious and bright with a Double Bed, modern furnishings and lake
views from the window. The apartment also features a modern tiled Shower room, all the
desired sanitary ware as well as a washing machine.
Outside the property guests can pleasantly reach the many amenities and Lakeside attractions
on foot. The early Victorian part of Varenna where the apartment is situated, provides a choice
of lake view Cafes, many fine Villas and the famous and historical Castello di Vezio, which is
situated on the Varenna hillside and which features frequent Falconry displays and medieval
re-enactments during the Summer-Autumn time.
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The Ferry also operates from here, providing guests with an enjoyable and care-free way of
exploring Bellagio, Menaggio and other Lake Como towns. A picturesque lakeside promenade
takes guests along to the romantic medieval quarter of Varenna, which features medieval
passageways, cobbled Piazzas and ancient Churches.
There are many delightful restaurants and wine bars to enjoy as well as boutique craft shops
to enjoy.
As well as the fast and reliable Car and Passenger Ferry service, Varenna also boasts a
frequent Train service to cities such as Lecco and Milan- making it an ideal base to explore
Lake Como and more of Lombardy!
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